Rk sport hood tundra

Discussion in ' 3rd Gen Tundras ' started by mxz83 , Apr 8, Log in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra
Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest! To get full-access, you need
to register for a FREE account. Crew Max Center console storage. Post Reply. Hello Ladies and
Gents! Post up your tundra with RKSport Hoods if you got it! Help me out with this. If so, which
one and was it worth it? I currently have a drop in AFE.. Seriously, that truck is bad ass. The
new hood will be a kick ass addition. All I can say about your build is "WOW"! Definiately gives
me a waistband boner. Not sure where you reside, but to make your hood into a functional hood
scoop, there are some issues to be worked out. I would research the LP5 Duramax trucks
functional hood scoop and what they had to do for combating the "weather" effect, especially if
you ever plan on force induction. ColoradoTJ , Apr 8, Coolhardy , boardude , Mountun Goat and
3 others like this. At least that is what I have read. Nebz , Apr 9, Very nice purchase!! Excited to
see how it looks!!!!! Can't wait to see it on! Prostar , Apr 9, Headed to the shop now. Holy
guacamole. Your truck looks great! For the 18 sport hood, i heard that if they made it an active
scoop it would have taken away from cooling performance. Danimal86 , Apr 9, So the hood is on
and we had to work it to adjust it the best it can be. Overall pretty satisfied. Not perfect but
aftermarket rarely is. At least not where the stock box resides now. Anyone else mess with this
and find a solution? This was RK response. TheBeast , Apr 9, Skippy , Apr 9, COMiamiFan , Apr
9, JC , Black Wolf , Tun and 2 others like this. Doing the hood scoop in black was a great call. I
don't think it would look nearly as good in QS. The way you've done the 2 tone really looks
good. Nice job man. I'm feeling really guilty about now knowing that when sit inside my road
princess later I'll be thinking about another person's Tundy. RickC , mxz83 [OP] and Tun like
this. BlueBottle , Apr 9, Looks legit!!! Your secret is safe with us Looks BA!!!! Very awesome
looking truck! Sandbox , Apr 9, Really nice build on your truck. Definitely inspires me to
greatness! What trim level did you start with? Thanks for sharing. Nicest truck I have seen in a
while. Dabutcher , Apr 9, Man that looks awesome, nice job! Totally freakin impressed Black
Wolf , Apr 9, Show Ignored Content. Cllena Car 12V 24V to 5V 3. Quick Charge 3. Genuine
Toyota Socket Plug. Car Coasters for Cup Holder insert 2 Pack 3. Gates Fuel Tank Cap.
Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account now. Yes,
my password is: Forgot your password? Be the first to write a review. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Genuine RK Sport. Not a knock off. There is allot of
those floating around out there. They say rk-s or rk style. Those are not genuine RK Sport
products and cheaply make knock offs. Our functional Ram Air Scoop and a pair of beefy Heat
Extraction vents will make your new Tundra breathe easier, run cooler and look like a million
bucks. Uses factory hardware for a straight forward installation. Hood comes in all Gray
Gel-coat finish ready to prep and paint. Some of our images may show the hood custom painted
or in 2 tone versions etc. You can paint it how ever you like, but this hood is shipped all gray in
a smooth gel-coat finish. We do not collect or pay for any of that. We only bill you for the cost to
ship the item. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This item is out of stock. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information brodydogautoparts Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all.
Item Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. May not
ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Item
location:. Murrieta, California, United States. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until
you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab International shipping and
import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc.
Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained

in this table have been provided by brodydogautoparts. Genuine RK Sport Hood! Made in the U
S A! By a fantastic company to deal with! Here at Brody Dog Auto, we do not sell cheap low end
hoods! Or headaches you could call them! We have seen and heard it all. It is constructed from
hand-laid fiberglass and high quality "ISO" resin. Installs using stock hardware and allows heat
to extract through the vents. Comes Gel Coated Gray ready to prep, prime and paint. It comes
with a smooth gel-coat finish, on both top and underside surfaces. All hinge and latch
mountings are reinforced with steel plates. All bolt holes are pre-drilled and tapped for easy
installation. To install these hoods, all you need to do is transfer your stock hardware onto it
and bolt it on to the factory hinges for final alignment. ISO resins are a higher quality, low shrink
resin that allows the part to withstand more heat and prevent distortion. Our hoods have a
built-in water management system to prevent water from getting in. To date, we have not had a
complaint of water getting into an intake. Q 2: What should I do if your product comes
damaged? Even though we package our products very well, occasionally the freight carrier will
damage our product. In that case, refuse the shipment and do not sign for it. It is expressly
recommended that the package be opened and inspected immediately upon receipt, even if the
box looks undamaged. If you sign off with the freight carrier on a damaged product, they will
not honor any freight damage claim at a later date and you will be held responsible. If you are
having someone besides yourself receiving your package you must make it clear to them that
they are not to sign off with the freight carrier until they have inspected the product and found it
to be ok. If you have to refuse our product because it was damaged, simply call us and we will
send you out another one ASAP. If you or someone else signs off on a damaged product, we
will not be held responsible. You must refuse it! Q 4: Should I prefit your products before I have
them painted? Yes, it is highly recommended that any hood be prefit before it is painted. This is
especially true with fiberglass parts. If you are not the original owner it is possible that the
vehicle was in a previous accident, which could effect how our product fits you vehicle. Even
new vehicles are not all assembled exactly the same. Sometimes you have to readjust your
fenders and do other minor adjustments to make everything right. Shipping and handling. The
seller has not specified a shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new
window or tab and request shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated.
Please enter a valid ZIP Code. Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at
delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global Shipping Program and includes
international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or tab. There are 0 items available.
Please enter a number less than or equal to 0. Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9
numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn
more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered by the eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. RK Sport.
Change country: -Select- United States There are 0 items available. LMPerformance has
enhanced our line of products and parts for major car and truck modifications with RK Sport air
hoods, spoilers and body kits for many vehicle models. In addition for those who want a more
affordable variant, RK Sport offers body kits manufactured from hand-laid fiberglass. The body
kits are made up of four pieces, namely front, rear, and side skirts. And most of them include
full bumpers, yet there are some kits that include only front bumper skirts. Each product comes
with the detailed instructions and all the required OEM hardware. And note, that to ensure the
cleanest look possible, we recommend to have a body kit professionally installed by a body
shop specialist who has experience with the aftermarket body kits. LMPerformance realizes a
sporty image of a vehicle will never be finished without a spoiler. You may have a brand-new
body kit, but you'll still miss something. Offering virtually limitless variants that can enhance
your ride in every way, LMPerformance offers the RK Sport ultimate line of spoilers.
LMPerformance's goal is to offer design spoilers that can do both uplift the style of a vehicle
and improve its aerodynamics. Each single product is a reliable proof that RKSport achieves
that goal. The company produces spoilers from hand laid carbon fiber that features flexibility
and premium durability, or hand laid fiberglass, which is both lightweight and extremely strong
material. Designed for each specific vehicle, RKSport spoilers ensure flawless fit and clean
look. Available with a gray gel coat, they are ready for prepping and custom painting. Each
spoiler is shipped with the detailed instructions and all the hardware that it needed for
installation. In R. That same year, R. In and , he won two World Challenge titles in a Corvette.
Finally, in with his experiences both on and off the track, R. LMPerformance wishes to point out
to its race enthusiasts that RKSport was born and bred on the race track. It is the offspring of
racer and race car builder RK Smith. It also forged the philosophy and principles on which

RKSport was built. Pay Monthly Over Time with. RKSport Solstice Spoiler; RKSport does not
offer paint services. We have found over the years that it is better to ship the hood 'paint ready'.
This eliminates the possibility of paint damage during shipping and also allows you to pre-fit
the hood prior to painting, which reduces the likelihood of scratching or marring the hood
during final installation. The hood will arrive sealed in a premium quality, gray, gel coat. We
recommend some sanding and possible finishing prior to applying primer and paint. RKSport
makes it easy! Disconnect the struts and wiper tubing. Unbolt the hood from the hinges and
remove the hood from the vehicle. Remove all stock hardware from the stock hood and
re-install onto the RKSport Hood. You vehicle has multiple adjustment points to assure a
perfect fit. We strongly recommend pre-fitting your new hood prior to painting. This will greatly
reduce the chance of marring the hood once it is painted. RKSport has developed an effective
water management system for all our Ram Air and Heat Extractor hoods that prevents any water
that enters the scoop from making it to the intake. The water is ultimately directed to weep holes
where the water exits the hood away from your vehicle's intake and engine. Our carbon fiber
hoods ship ready to install, no painting required. We finish them in a marine grade, clear gel
coat for superior gloss, depth and UV protection. Some customers choose to add an automotive
clear coat to our finish for additional depth and gloss but it is not necessary from a protection
point of view. The Carbon Fiber Hood is more expensive than the fiberglass version but since it
does not need to be painted, the money you save on the paint job significantly minimizes the
cost difference. It is possible but you would need to modify it to make it work. RKSport Hoods
do not require a hood liner. The primary purpose of a hood liner is to protect the paint from
engine heat. The double walled construction of our hoods, combined with the natural ability of
fiberglass to dissipate heat, makes the hood liner unnecessary. We define functional to mean
that cool outside air is channeled through the hood, via a ram air scoop, and delivered directly
over the factory intake box. RKSport heat extraction vents allow a significant volume of
otherwise trapped, hot air to rise through the extraction vents where it can be released from the
engine compartment resulting in a cooler running, better performing engine. Originating in the
work force at Late Model Performance has maintained a noteworthy high level of customer
service and has made available a multifarious selection of new performance automotive parts
and appurtenances represented by some of the preeminent names in the automotive
performance parts industry. The vehicles represented range from to the present date and our
inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated for the purpose of offering an
incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the customer's every need. Our 5-star
service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model Performance. See what LM Performance
looked like in Privacy Policy. If you're going for more power or having a cooler engine, then look
no further than the Ram Air hood with optional heat extractor vents. RKSport crafted this
Tundra hood to get attention. Our Engineers started with the original Tundra hood and added a
distinctive raised center and scoop. The Extractor vents of this fiberglass ram air hood are
strictly cosmetic from RKSport; however, we left that part to the consumer to decide to open
them up to be functional. If the parts are refused and not damaged or missing, the customer will
be responsible for shipping. You will need to have these items installed by a professional body
shop and may need hours of prep work for installation. These hoods are not simple bolt-ons,
they are hand made and as such fender, bumper and grill adjustments may need to be made for
proper fitment. A minimum of hours of prep work is usually required for paint. LM Performance
is not responsible for paint or prep labor with regards to installation and painting of these
hoods. If there is a fitment problem please contact us before trying to paint the hood. If the part
is painted the painted parts cannot be returned for any reason. If the part is defective we will
need to see pictures of the part on the car showing the defect as well as a picture of the entire
part on the car. LMPerformance has enhanced our line of products and parts for major car and
truck modifications with RK Sport air hoods, spoilers and body kits for many vehicle models. In
addition for those who want a more affordable variant, RK Sport offers body kits manufactured
from hand-laid fiberglass. The body kits are made up of four pieces, namely front, rear, and side
skirts. And most of them include full bumpers, yet there are some kits that include only front
bumper skirts. Each product comes with the detailed instructions and all the required OEM
hardware. And note, that to ensure the cleanest look possible, we recommend to have a body kit
professionally installed by a body shop specialist who has experience with the aftermarket body
kits. LMPerformance realizes a sporty image of a vehicle will never be finished without a spoiler.
You may have a brand-new body kit, but you'll still miss something. Offering virtually limitless
variants that can enhance your ride in every way, LMPerformance offers the RK Sport ultimate
line of spoilers. LMPerformance's goal is to offer design spoilers that can do both uplift the
style of a vehicle and improve its aerodynamics. Each single product is a reliable proof that
RKSport achieves that goal. The company produces spoilers from hand laid carbon fiber that

features flexibility and premium durability, or hand laid fiberglass, which is both lightweight and
extremely strong material. Designed for each specific vehicle, RKSport spoilers ensure flawless
fit and clean look. Available with a gray gel coat, they are ready for prepping and custom
painting. Each spoiler is shipped with the detailed instructions and all the hardware that it
needed for installation. In R. That same year, R. In and , he won two World Challenge titles in a
Corvette. Finally, in with his experiences both on and off the track, R. LMPerformance wishes to
point out to its race enthusiasts that RKSport was born and bred on the race track. It is the
offspring of racer and race car builder RK Smith. It also forged the philosophy and principles on
which RKSport was built. Wash hands after handling. For more information, visit Buyer takes all
responsibility to ensure that any modifications or upgrades that have done conform to all
applicable laws and regulations for road use, especially pertaining to safety and emissions. This
policy shall be in force for all past, current, and future purchases from LMPerformance, Inc. All
other locations extra. Examples would be SPEC stage 3 clutch kits which all use the same
photo. Sometimes we get mistakes in product information sent from vendors such as typos. We
can not be responsible for these typos, if you see something that does not look right please let
us know before ordering so we can double check for you first. LMPerformance will not pay for
typos in any way, monetarily or otherwise. These are parts that other customers have
purchased while purchasing the product on this page. Current Mods: Cold air intake, mandrel
bent air to air pipes, magna flow exhaust, and a little tune pushing about 24 lbs. All running
through a new Gen 3 ZZP performance 2. Below are other popular parts other customers have
purchased for their Toyota Tundra. Originating in the work force at Late Model Performance has
maintained a noteworthy high level of customer service and has made available a multifarious
selection of new performance automotive parts and appurtenances represented by some of the
preeminent names in the automotive performance parts industry. The vehicles represented
range from to the present date and our inventory is tremendous and is continually rejuvenated
for the purpose of offering an incomparable number and multiplicity of parts to meet the
customer's every need. Our 5-star service is an additional reason to shop at Late Model
Performance. See what LM Performance looked like in Often Purchased Together These are
parts that other customers have purchased while purchasing the product on this page. RKSport
Saturn Sky Ram Air Hood; Ram air hood By: Aaron Ownership: 1 month - 1 year This is the
second fibreglass hood on the car in the pictures the first would almost fold in half when you
tried to close it. The RKsports hood is built to last. It takes a little work to fit and adjust. Make
sure you have a good body shop fit and adjust your hood. I absolutely love how the hood
changed the look of the car. Very well built. Other Popular Parts Below are other popular parts
other customers have purchased for their Toyota Tundra. Recently Viewed. Privacy Policy. Log
in or Sign up. Toyota Tundra Forum. Welcome to Tundras. You are currently viewing as a guest!
To get full-access, you need to register for a FREE account. Bilstein Coilovers part fits Post
Reply. Cross posted in the general discussion for feedback but wanted to post here in case
anybody had anything for sale. I would spend the money and get a fiberglass hood that has a
real hood scoop that functions and not just the look, just me though. Saltyhero13 , OhEmmBee ,
Inquiringone and 2 others like this. Jim LE , Dec 24, Patch , TelemarkTumalo , Inquiringone and
2 others like this. Swfltoyomafia and Jim LE like this. Swfltoyomafia and bigzrs01 [OP] like this.
If you go with the RK sport hood, please get a pre and post dyno done if you can. I constantly
hear about a functional scoop or complaints about how Toyotas is fake. Not really sure what is
to gain here, I've had aftermarket scooped hoods that were functional on modern EFI motors,
nothing changed. Well, nothing in regards to power. If it pulls more air it will just adjust to
prevent it from leaning out, hopefully enough to avoid running lean, but possibly not, which I
have seen from some intakes. It will make cleaning the engine bay out a routine thing though,
which is why I got rid of mine. Elduder , Dec 24, Saltyhero13 , TelemarkTumalo , bigzrs01 [OP]
and 1 other person like this. Amerihood SSK - Functional. YotaMan , Dec 24, Doccountry69 ,
Bigboitundra , Saltyhero13 and 11 others like this. LED headlight bulbs. Yellow Fog light
overlays. One con that I'll mention is the hood scoop gives you much less downward line of
sight if you off road a lot. Coming to a tundra from a taco it was the first thing I noticed. Front
camera might be in the cards. TelemarkTumalo likes this. Last edited: Dec 27, Inquiringone ,
Dec 26, Jim LE , Dec 26, From everything I've read about this polarizing topic, there really is no
advantage in adding a functional hood scoop to the Tundra. Think about the Tundra's in Calgary
and those in Phoenix. They all do fine. Either you like the looks of the two faux scoops or you
don't. In terms of driving visibility, I adapted quickly to the slight bump in the hood, but haven't
found it obscures my sight line. From the driver's seat, there is only more hood seen when I
look past the scoop. I guess it might be an issue if going steeply uphill rock crawling? Some
critics argue that they don't like the scoops because they are for looks only. I'm calling B. How
many of us add things to our trucks because it looks good? For example But, I love seeing folks

individualize their trucks. Think how boring this site would be if everybody just had OEM trucks.
With that said, I dig the looks of the 2nd scoop. Is it worth the cost of the mod? Well sure if that
is what you want. Then go for it. TelemarkTumalo , Dec 26, Hightide , ultraman29 , Omohundro
and 4 others like this. I did it and I love it Kapasocer13 , Dec 27, Saltyhero13 , Bigboitundra ,
Gunship Guy and 6 others like this. TelemarkTumalo , Dec 27, Joined: Jan 23, Member:
Messages: How would a hood scoop give you power? Rubberdown , Dec 27, Elduder likes this.
Why not add these since they do the exact same thing. Saltyhero13 likes this. Patch , Dec 27,
Joined: Aug 12, Member: Messages: Vehicle: Looks cool, but why not make the hood bulge
functional instead of adding an extra scoop? Saltyhero13 , Dec 27, Pbed85 likes this. I like the
looks, this truck is a beast! Plenty of power, for me. Kapasocer13 , Dec 28, Omohundro ,
Elduder , TelemarkTumalo and 1 other person like this. TelemarkTumalo , Dec 28, Last edited:
Dec 29, Saltyhero13 , Dec 29, Also, I think the factory scoop looks cool so I would get one if I
had money to burn. The purpose of getting a hood with scoops is to look cool. There is no
advantage. Hood scoops not to be confused with vents vents can do two things. We already
have this so worthless in our case. This is accomplished by compressing the air in some
manner. You have to understand that this is marginally successful at best. Air is essentially
uncompressable at speeds under something like mph. Above Mach. Under those speeds you
can talk about using all the fancy tricks like changing the size of the inlet chamber, from small
to la
2002 ford explorer xls manual 4wd
chevy truck instrument cluster repair
2004 hyundai xg350 fuel filter location
rge, which should in turn stack up fast moving air and showing an increase in pressure, but
again this is negligible at best. Hood vents could be advantageous from some perspectives.
You can manipulate high pressure areas that create drag or you could use the air flow to pull air
through a cooler of some sort. Our trucks are as aerodynamic as barn doors so no one can talk
about that productively. Rubberdown , Dec 30, TelemarkTumalo and Saltyhero13 like this. Also I
just realized this is a wtb post. It just popped up on my new messages thing. My apologies to
the OP. I hope you find one! For or against, make your decision and stick with it. Buy once, cry
once! DCarboletti , Jan 4, YotaMan , Doccountry69 , TelemarkTumalo and 2 others like this.
Elduder , Jan 4, Show Ignored Content. Air Lift Air Lift Spacers. Load Capacity. Bilstein 46mm
Monotube Shock Absorber. Username or email address: Do you already have an account? No,
create an account now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password?

